Abstract. In the semantic web environment it is important to be able to specify access control requirements about subjects accessing the information and about resources to be accessed in terms of the rich ontologybased metadata describing them. In this paper, we outline how current standard policy languages such as XACML can be extended to address this issue. Then, we describe a reference architecture for enforcing our semantics-aware policies.
Introduction
Current web-based applications describe resources (including users) and services via a number of XML-based standard protocols [10] . Among those, XMLbased standard definitions for policies and credentials have recently received an increased interest [5, 13] . Semantic web technologies are changing this picture, using advanced knowledge representation techniques for enriching e-business environments. The semantic web is built around the notion of representing shared knowledge via standard ontologies, that are used by intelligent agents to understand the nature of the information they are processing [6] . In an interoperable e-business architecture based on the semantic web vision, ontology-based domain models are therefore used as controlled vocabularies for resources description, allowing users to obtain the right resources at the right time [3] . While research on developing standards and tools that ultimately will lead to the existence of the semantic web is increasing [16] , security impacts of these new technologies have not been addressed sufficiently. On the semantic web, writing access control policies where subjects and objects are pointed at via data identifiers or simple predicates is not enough. Rather, it is important to be able to specify access control requirements about subjects and resources in terms of the rich metadata describing them.
Some researchers have recently investigated security within the semantic web for the purpose of either expressing security policies or protecting semantically rich data. As an example of the two, [4, 7] develop security ontologies that allow parties to share a vocabulary to exchange security-related information using a common language; while [9, 12] present policy languages to specify access restrictions over concepts defined in ontologies. Another line of work merging security and semantic web concepts is presented in [14] as an approach for identifying Web inference channels due to ontology-based inference attacks. There, an ontology is used to detect tags appearing in different XML documents that are ontologically equivalent (i.e., can be abstracted to the same concept in the ontology), but which have contradictory security classifications.
Although these approaches represent a first step toward the definition of a semantics-aware access control process, they do not completely exploit the power of the semantic web. Neither semantic web-based proposals nor emerging stateful attribute-based security languages (e.g., XACML) allow support of access restrictions on resources according to complex semantics-aware assertions.
In this paper we bring forward the idea of exploiting the semantic web to extend current policy languages to allow the definition of access control rules based on generic assertions defined over concepts in the ontologies that control metadata content and provide abstract subject domain concepts, respectively. These rules are then enforced on resources annotated with metadata regulated by the same ontologies. Our proposal allows for specifying access control requirements about: i) subjects accessing the information and ii) resources to be accessed in terms of rich ontology-based metadata associated with them. The result is a powerful policy language exploiting the high expressive power of ontology-based models.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, we make the point for the need of more expressive policy languages and show how semantic web metadata formats can be exploited to this end. Second, we show how current standard security languages can be extended to include semanticaware specifications. Third, we illustrate our architectural solution, including a semantic-aware authentication tool, called OntoPassport. Our proposal extends the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [5] by adding the capability to designate subjects and objects via generic RDF statements [15] . Our extensions to XACML introduce the following capabilities.
-Semantic-aware subject description. Semantic web applications need to easily operate on subject descriptions to determine whether a policy rule is applicable to a user. -Canonical metadata syntax. The high expressive power of semantic web metadata allows for using different syntax to carry the same semantics. While no constraints can be posed apriori on the content of resources' descriptors, a standard syntax could be adopted for metadata used to describe subjects and objects within access control policies. Also, a standard syntax could be used for subjects' descriptions.
Basic concepts
In this section, we briefly overview the main standards on which our proposal is based, namely, XACML, SAML (the XML standard for encapsulating access requests) and RDF, highlighting the features relevant to our research.
XACML XACML is the result of a recent OASIS standardization effort proposing an XML-based language to express and interchange access control policies. XACML is designed to express authorization policies in XML against objects that are themselves identified in XML. The language can represent the functionalities of most policy representation mechanisms. An XACML policy consists of a set of rules whose main components are: a target, an effect, and a condition. 1 The target defines the set of resources, subjects, and actions to which the rule is intended to apply. The effect of the rule can be permit or deny. The condition represents a boolean expression that may further refine the applicability of the rule. A request consists of attributes associated with the requesting subject, the resource involved in the request, the action being performed and the environment. A response contains one of four decisions: permit, deny, not applicable (when no applicable policies or rules could be found), or indeterminate (when some errors occurred during the access control process). A request, a policy, and the corresponding response form the XACML Context.
The subjects and resources to which a rule applies are defined by using a set of pre-defined functions (e.g., equality, set comparison, arithmetic) and datatypes (e.g., string, boolean, integer). To illustrate, consider the following portion of a rule. This rule matches requests where the subject has an attribute role whose value is physician. While these functions and datatypes can be used to define many access control policies, XACML also specifies an extension mechanism for defining additional datatypes and functions. Our proposal makes use of such a mechanism to accommodate semantically rich constraints.
SAML
On corporate networks as well as on the global Net, access to services by singlesign-on authentication is becoming a widespread way to authenticate users.
Single-sign-on authentication relying on digital certificates is currently the most popular choice for e-business applications. In this area, the most successful standard is SAML [13] , an authentication protocol handling authentication information across transactions between parties. SAML uses tagged sets of user attributes to represent subject-related information encapsulated inside service requests. One might wonder whether the semantics of user credentials could be represented directly by the standard XML schemata describing SAML. Unfortunately, standard XML schema definitions need to cover a wide repertoire of possible user attributes. For this reason, optional elements are widely used, thus decreasing the expressiveness of the schema as a descriptor of single instances. The goal of authentication standards is to carry information according to a protocol, rather than describing a domain; also, a considerable number of SAML tags have a structural function and do not describe specific subjects.
RDF RDF is a model to express generic assertions (RDF statements) associated with resources. An RDF statement is a triple of the form (subject, predicate, object), where subject 2 is the resource being described, predicate is a property associated with the resource, and object is the value of the property. For instance, statement "index.html has been created by Lucy" can be represented by the triple (index.html, created by, Lucy). Due to the fact that the subject of a statement can be any resource, it is possible to make statements about statements in RDF. This technique is called reification. To clarify this important concept, consider the following statement: To state this in RDF one must define several RDF statements:
(Harry Morris, is-a, physician); (Carl Smith, is-a, patient); (Harry Morris, assists, Carl Smith); (http://www.acme.com/medical.avi, is-a, Video); (http://www.acme.com/medical.avi, shows, ''Harry Morris, assists, Carl Smith'').
Reification is represented by splitting a statement into three different parts (subject, predicate, and object) and asserting these parts. By reification, the previous sentences can be expressed as the following set of triples. Reification is used often and, in our approach, a uniform RDF based on reification simplifies the evaluation procedure.
Towards semantic-aware access control language
In this section we show how current XML-based standards can be extended to seamlessly incorporate metadata-based designations of subjects and objects.
Including assertion-based metadata in XACML
The design of a policy evaluation and enforcement engine exploiting semantic web metadata needs to be based on a sound model and language for expressing authorizations in term of metadata. To this purpose, we chose to exploit the extensibility points already built in the XACML language rather than redesigning a policy language from scratch. Our extension points can be summarized as follows.
-Extend the XACML Context to include metadata associated with both subjects and resources. -Extend the AttributeValue XACML element (used in XACML to qualify both subjects and objects) capability of specifying auxiliary namespaces.
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Auxiliary namespaces to be added are at least two: the rdf: one, allowing for using RDF assertions as values for the XACML AttributeValue element and another one (in our example, md: and ms:) enabling using properties and class names from a user ontology within those assertions. -Extend the MatchID attribute by introducing a new function, called metadataQuery, expressing the processing needed for policy enforcement.
Although our proposed extensions to XACML rely on standard RDF syntax, some precautions should be taken to keep enforcement possible; namely, we prescribe that attribute values written in RDF use a RDF reification technique. Figure 1 shows the portion of SAML-XML Schema specifying the structure of an authentication assertion, the boxed element shows our proposed extension point. Basically, the SAML schema defines a subject identification and associate it with a set of attributes. The attribute definition is extremely open, leaving it to application-specific XML schemata to specify the actual set of attributes identifying the user. We extend the attributes allowed for the AttributeValue element to enable content including RDF assertions using suitable ontology concepts as predicate names. In the simplest case, the subject metadata can assert that the user holding the certificates belongs to a certain type such as (thisRequestUser, type, Physician), or more complex ones such as However, once again we use a canonical reified syntax. Fig. 3 . An example of RDF metadata associated with a video presentation
Using the extended language
To illustrate our examples of semantics-aware access control policies, we shall consider a medical digital library (MDL) that includes different kinds of multimedia data: free text, images, video, and audio. Each multimedia data item is complemented with descriptive metadata in the form of RDF descriptors. RDF descriptors could contain any assertion about the data items that can be written using the ontology vocabulary. However, in some controlled environments it might be possible to adopt the reification-based syntax greatly simplifying the evaluation procedure. In the following, we shall assume that the reified format of RDF statements is used. Note that however conversion tools are available capable to translate a variety of RDF syntax into the reified ones.
To express the statements in our descriptors, we use three vocabularies. The first vocabulary contains standard terms such as predicate, statement, subject, object and standard relations such as is-a. This vocabulary is the RDFS base namespace (whose formal definitions can be found in [15] ) containing the elements rdf:statement, rdf:subject, rdf:predicate, rdf:object, rdf:type that have a self-explanatory semantics. The second vocabulary, called resource domain ontology, contains domain-specific terms that are used to describe the resource content such as Video and shows how. The third vocabulary, called subject domain ontology, contains terms that are used to make assertions on subjects such as Physician, Patient, assists. Figure 2 illustrates the resource domain ontology and subject domain ontology where, for the sake of simplicity, we only report the main concepts that will be used to show the expressive power of our proposal. Note that generally speaking no assumption can be made about the format of RDF descriptors associated with resources. Figure 3 illustrates an example of RDF descriptor where, in addition to the classical rdf: namespace, we use namespace md: for describing multimedia data and namespace ms: for describing medical staff. The RDF descriptor, associated with a video (video010234.avi), comprises of two sections: the first one expresses the document type according to a domain ontology and to some additional simple metadata (e.g., format of the document, title); the second one contains more complex metadata expressing the fact that "Video video010234.avi shows how surgeon Sam operates on a patient". Note that while the simple metadata in the first section could be expressed by a usual attribute-value pair, this is not the case for advanced metadata, to which our approach applies. Consider now the following protection requirement:
Physicians of the Trauma Therapy Center department are allowed to see video presentations that show physicians assisting patients This requirement is composed of two assertions stating, respectively, 1) who can access the resource (Physicians of the Trauma Therapy Center department) and 2) the kind of resources involved (Video presentations that show physicians assisting patients). Such assertions are used to define the target of the XACML rule as illustrated in Figure 4 . Consider now a request to see video video010234.avi submitted by a user who presents to our system subject metadata stating that the requester is Sam, a surgeon of the Trauma Therapy Center Department (see RDF description in Figure 5 ). Intuitively, by exploiting the hierarchical organization of the concepts defined in the domain ontologies, the evaluation of this access request should return a permit decision because both Sam and the video involved in the request satisfy the subject and resource conditions specified in the rule, respectively. This is the result of the two following subsumptions:
-Surgeon is a sub-class of Physician -assists is a sub-property of operates on.
We will see in more details the policy evaluation process in the next Section.
Policy evaluation
When a policy involving metadata needs to be evaluated, the subject context already contains the RDF description of the requester, taken from the SAML request. Our policy evaluation engine works as follows.
1. The semantic assertions about the requester that are included in the subject field of our policy rules and the metadata about the requester in the access request are compared to identify the policy rules that apply to the requester. 2. The semantic assertions that are included in the resource context of applicable policy rules are used to query the descriptive metadata of the requested resource, to verify whether the requested resource satisfies the rules selected in the previous step.
Both these selection steps involve RDF queries, where the assertions in the policy rules are used to query metadata associated with the requester and the involved resource.
5 A suitable query language is DQL, a logic-based query language <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <Rule xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:policy" xmlns:xsi= http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance xmlns:ctx="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:context" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax#" xmlns:md="http://ourdomain.it/MD/Schema/md-syntax" xmlns:ms="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/ms-syntax" RuleId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:examples:ruleid:1" Effect="Permit"> <Target> <Subjects> <Subject> <SubjectMatch MatchId= "urn:ourdomain:function:metadataQuery"> <AttributeValue DataType="http://"> <rdf:Statement rdf:about="thisRequestUser" > <rdf:subject rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/ms-syntax#Physician" /> <rdf:predicate rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/ms-syntax#belongs"/> <rdf:object rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> Trauma Therapy Center </rdf:object> </rdf:Statement> </AttributeValue> <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:ourdomain:attribute:metatag" DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> </SubjectMatch> </Subject> </Subjects> <Resources> <Resource> <ResourceMatch MatchId="urn:ourdomain:function:metadataQuery"> <AttributeValue DataType="http://"> <rdf:Statement rdf:about="thisRequestUrl"> <rdf:subject rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/md-syntax#Video"/> <rdf:predicate rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MD/Schema/md-syntax#shows how"/> <rdf:object rdf:nodeID="content"/> </rdf:Statement> <rdf:Statement rdf:nodeID="content"> <rdf:subject rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/ms-syntax#Physician"/> <rdf:predicate rdf:resource="http://ourdomain.it/MS/Schema/ms-syntax#assists"/> <rdf:object rdf:datatype="http://www. for the semantic web proposed in [2] . Here, however, we follow an SQL-like or an XQuery approach, assuming that RDF metadata about resources are stored as a relational or an XML database.
First, let us examine the rule selection step. Suppose a request comes in whose encapsulated metadata are: Then all XACML rules R whose subject metadata include (?, subject, Surgeon) will be selected.
Let us assume that the resource metadata mentioned in the context of the policy rule R is the following: These metadata can now be used to build a query on the resource descriptors, to identify the objects to which the rule applies. For instance, the policy will apply to the video presentation with the metadata shown in Figure 3 .
The reified statement contained in the policy is used to construct the query which is submitted to the set of resource descriptors. Therefore, to evaluate the feasibility of our approach, the complexity of RDF query answering must be taken into account. RDF query evaluation process is composed of three main phases [8] : matches computation, minimization of queries, and redundancy elimination in answers. Here we shall only discuss the first contribution since some theoretical results are available from RDF querying research. The other two phases will need to be addressed with ad hoc solution for policy evaluation. is the size of the database (number of triples) and |q| is the number of symbols in the query.
Our architecture: the OntoPassport
To present our architecture we will focus on our semantic web system, called Knowledge Hub (KH) [1] , illustrated in Figure 6 . In the KH, network resources are first downloaded in their native XML/XHTML format 7 , tidying them up if necessary. Then, a special-purpose tool, called OntoAssistant, is used to produce RDF descriptions of their content. Such descriptions are written exploiting the standard vocabulary provided by a business ontology, written in the RDFS standard language. While more structured ontology description languages such as OWL [17] are now available, the KH setting is general enough for our current purposes. Users connect to the KH system via a Semantic Navigator that allows them to navigate/query metadata as well as the data themselves. Thanks to the body of knowledge comprising the ontologies and the metadata, the Semantic Navigator can act as a logic program, performing more sophisticated reasoning than a conventional query engine. Also, the Semantic Navigator can use the available metadata about resources and users themselves to customize their navigation experience and data presentation. To present a semantic web application like our KH with a semantics-aware description of a user, we can encapsulate ontology-based metadata about the user within a SAML request. Our OntoPassport tool was designed to handle this approach by encoding metadata in a X.509 certificate that can be carried by SAML.
8 Figure 7 shows a closer view of our evaluation architecture. Figure 8 shows the WSDL interface definition for the OntoPassport implemented as a web service. The input datatypes correspond to the XML encoding of a generic certificate, while the return datatype is designed to cointain a set of RDF assertions that qualify the user with respect to a suitable role ontology. We could substitute the username-password authentication scheme with a traditional certificate. In this case the OntoPassport acts as a "translator" of an authentication certificate into a digital identity according to an ontology.
The OntoPassport also includes in the certificate the name, URL and version of the RDFS Schema specifying the ontology it used to build the subject metadata. This makes the type hierarchy used for subjects (and, more generally, the entire metadata vocabulary used to talk about them) easy to share and maintain across an organization. We are currently working on the implementation of a PEP component including a fully featured RDF query engine.
Conclusions
Traditional access control models and languages result limiting for emerging Web applications. Although recent advancements allow the specifications of access control rules with reference to generic attributes/properties of the requestor Fig. 8 . The OntoPassport WSDL interface and the resources, they do not fully exploit the semantic power and reasoning capabilities of emerging web applications. We have presented a semantics-aware approach aimed at controlling access to resources on the basis of complex assertions about subjects seeking access as well as about resources, stated by means of semantic web metadata standards. We have also shown how this expressive power can be easily accommodated by proper extensions of available XML-based policy languages, like XACML. While several aspects (including efficient techniques for performing enforcement) are still to be investigated, our proposal provides a clear problem statement and a first step toward its solution.
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